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Edge computing network is a great candidate to reduce latency and enhance performance of the Internet. The flexibility afforded by Edge computing to handle data
creates exciting range of possibilities. However, Edge servers have some limitations
since Edge computing process and analyze partial sets of information. It is challenging to allocate computing and network resources rationally to satisfy the requirement
of mobile devices under uncertain wireless network, and meet the constraints of datacenter servers too. To combat these issues, this dissertation proposes smart multi
armed bandit algorithms that decide the appropriate connection setup for multiple
network access technologies on the Edge access layer, and the adaptive placement of
Edge core layer traffic in datacenter servers to reduce the service time and balance
the use of resources under fluctuating traffic environment in a heterogeneous mobile
network. For the access layer traffic management, we developed a system that adopts
an emerged transport layer protocol, Multi-path TCP (MPTCP), that can run on
mobile devices to enable multipath data transmission. A centralized controller is designed to manage the MPTCP connections and regulate their bandwidth usage from
each connected network. The proposed online MPTCP path manager is based on the
contextual bandit algorithm to choose the primary path connection that maximizes

throughput and minimizes delay and packet loss. The output introduces an adaptive
policy to the path manager whenever the MPTCP connection is attempted based on
the last hop wireless signals characteristics. For the core layer traffic management,
we want to utilize links more effectively to map virtual control resources to the underlying infrastructure. We propose OctoMap, an efficient supervised placement of
traffic in large virtualized multi-path data centers. OctoMap system is designed to
use learning theory to solve the problem of mapping chains embedding of Virtual
Network Functions (VNF). OctoMap utilizes a Convolution Neural Network for traffic prediction and provisioning, and a contextual multi-armed bandit algorithm to
solve the online VNF chain embedding problem.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Communication systems have to operate in an increasing variety of computer network
environments and conditions. Some of the applications deployed on the Internet have
to operate in advanced cellular networks with high throughput and low latency as
well as established legacy networks with inferior characteristics. Furthermore, networking applications have to cope with suddenly changing network conditions due
to network congestion and overload. The rapid development of wireless and mobile
technologies offers people levels of mobility and services never available before, causing a dramatic increase in the mobile network traffic. To meet this traffic growth,
the current network infrastructure is moving toward multi-path and virtualized cloud
and edge technologies. Therefore, it is important to design and optimize the network performance, improve cost efficiency and facilitate the uptake of mass market
IP-based services. In order to achieve that, both data and control transport layers
should be managed in an online basis to adopt with the dynamic nature of network
traffic. Figure 1.1 illustrates the edge computing with multiple access technologies
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and virtualized datacenter network with a centralized management and orchestration
entity. The orchestration and management layer is responsible for Edge applications
management functions like the service function chain (SFC) orchestration and virtual
network function (VNF) placement, selecting forwarding paths, and issuing messages
to the lower physical layer. The physical substrate layer receives and executes commands from the centralized controller to implement data flow forwarding to multiple
paths and VNF deployment on datacenter servers.
This research proposal is addressing traffic flow forwarding on both edge access
and core layers. There are multiple wireless access technologies at the Edge access
layer. An online algorithm was proposed to manage the choice of the access technology (WiFi and LTE) to enhance the user throughput and reduce latency. Moreover,
traffic at the virtualized edge core layer need to be placed optimally within the datacenter servers. Thus, another online algorithm was developed to help selecting the
forwarding paths on the physical layer and place the control VNF services on the
right datacenter servers to reduce CPU and link bandwidth consumptions.

1.1.1

Traffic management for Edge access layer - smart online MPTCP
path manager

The edge computing paradigm is expected to use different technologies to deliver services and applications with high-throughput and low-latency demands. To this aim,
optimizing transmissions at the last mile within a wireless edge network is important,
especially for critical applications [70–72, 78].
Nowadays, smartphones, tablets, and laptops are multi-homed, i.e., they are equipped
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of edge computing with multiple access technologies and
virtualized datacenter network.

with multiple radio interfaces, such as WiFi and LTE. Past research has shown that
standard single-path TCP cannot efficiently serve the coexistence of multi-access
technologies. To allow efficient exploitation of multiple Internet paths for the same
user connection, several variations of the Multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol [7, 65]
have been recently proposed, with a vibrant activity of the IETF [32]. For example,
researchers have used MPTCP to exploit edge-cloud ecosystems [57], to optimize the
offloading mechanism in 5G networks [51], to improve video streaming sessions [28],
as well as within online gaming, energy-aware telecommunications [45], or even to
improve the throughput in Unmanned Aerial Systems [25] and other IoT transmissions. One of the fundamental mechanisms of the MPTCP protocol is the algorithm
that governs the path management of MPTCP. Some notable examples of path man-
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agement schema that have recently been proposed include Context-Aware MultipathTCP [84], Dynamic MPTCP Path Configuration with SDN [90], Multipath TCP with
Path-aware Information [58], Ndiffport Subflow Manager for Data Centres [64], and
Fullmesh Path Manager [18]. Nowadays, the Fullmesh has been chosen as the default
path manager algorithm in all MPTCP implementations. As the name suggests,
the algorithm connects the user with all available transmission paths by creating a
full mesh of subflows between the communicating hosts. While the Fullmesh path
manager has merit, it is known to be suboptimal in dynamic network environments.
One known problem of Fullmesh is that it always starts with establishing the WiFi
path first, potentially affecting the MPTCP throughput significantly when the WiFi
signal is weak [31]. Moreover, the Fullmesh path manager of MPTCP assigns subflow
statically; this means that when one subflow fails, e.g., for excessive retransmissions,
it is hard to re-establish it, causing significant performance degradation. Finally, the
Fullmesh strategy leads to a large number of established subflows and ignores the
benefits offered by path diversity.
The widespread machine learning techniques inspired us to seek a “dynamic” path
manager. Various efforts have been carried out to apply machine learning to MPTCP.
For example, Rosello and Molla [68] considered the scheduling problem in MPTCP
with a non-standard multipath implementation of the QUIC protocol. They used
Deep Q-Network reinforcement learning to determine the best action chosen by the
agent. Xu et al. [86] presented a deep reinforcement learning-based architecture for
MTCP to maximize the throughput of the LTE and WiFi flows. Qi et al. [90] used
a support vector machine approach as a regression model to predict the MPTCP
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throughput ratio to improve its performance. While the solutions behind these machine learning approaches are sound, their models were designed based on just a
limited feature set and did not capture the features of multiple available paths in heterogeneous networks, as we do. Considering the features of multiple available paths
in MPTCP is essential for a few reasons. First, the decision of which technology
should be the primary path should consider the radio conditions. Second, existing
path manager learning algorithms are mostly based on full reinforcement learning
models, that are often expensive to train and converge slowly. In the context of
MPTCP path management, the state space increases exponentially with the number of features in each subflow, but multiple consecutive actions are not required.
Therefore a more efficient learning framework is desirable. Third, as learned from the
simulations, deploying a learning-based path manager mechanism in a real wireless
network environment has several practical issues, such as the exploration strategy in
each location, the cost of model training, and the guarantee of training on real data
for real-time decision making.
To cope with the above three challenges, we focus on establishing a learning framework for self-evolving path management withing MPTCP, capable of adapting to the
diverse last mile wireless radio environment. In particular, we show that the MPTCP
path manager module can be viewed as a learning task with an agent seeking optimal actions that maximize a definition of reward in a dynamic wireless network
environment. To do so, we proposed a contextual bandit path manager whose workflow is composed of three stages: (i) collection of contexts, (ii) training and updating
the agent oracle, and (iii) online recommendation. During the collection of contexts,
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without prior knowledge of the optimal action, the learning agent follows some heuristic path manager rules to explore and takes actions using a probabilistic approach
exploring its historical experience. In the training stage, the agents’ oracle trains
a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) binary classifier based on the collected context experiences and generates actions representing the optimal primary path for the
MPTCP connection setup. In the recommendation stage, the MPTCP system uses
the up-to-date actions to make online path management decisions and feedback the
agent as experience for future learning and model refitting. To improve the learning efficiency, we measure the cumulative reward of the agent policies to derive the
optimal path manager.

1.1.2

Traffic management for Edge core layer - smart online virtual network functions placement manager

Processing network traffic requires different network function services such as firewalls, load balancing, and deep packet inspection. These operations can be performed
by routing packets through several middleboxes. Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) allows an agile deployment of network functions on general platforms using virtualization techniques, often replacing traditional dedicated hardware. Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) are chained by virtual links in a predefined sequence, forming a Service Function Chain (SFC). Many elements of such chains (virtual nodes, or
VNFs) are deployed on data center nodes. The chain is then mapped to those servers
through the data center physical links to deliver the required traffic flow services
[39]. The VNF chain mapping is the NP-hard problem of finding a hosting physi-
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cal node for each virtual network function, and at least one loop-free physical path
for every virtual link connecting the VNF nodes [48]. A Software-Defined Network
(SDN) controller is often integrated with the NFV system to control and steer traffic. The dynamic nature of traffic loads obstructs the efficiency of both instantiation
and maintenance of such chain mappings, especially regarding data center costs and
resource utilization.
Although the NFV is already a well established technology, its application in the
telecommunication network area is recent and it is encountering some challenges in
terms of the network management task. The ETSI organization established a standardized NFV management framework. It consists of a NFVI layer which includes
the of the shelf hardware for compute, storage and network component with a vitrualized layer above them. In this layer they created a virtualized storage and network
resources (called virtualizion containers). A VNFC SW runs in those virtualized resources to help them fulfill their tasks in the network. Above the NFVI layer, multiple
VNF components are connected. a VNF is built from interconnected VNFCs, and its
a virtual network function built to fulfill a certain task in the network. On top of that
VNF network element box, and we have to connect multiple VNF boxes to create
a service. A network Service NS is a bunch of VNFs and potentially Physical Network Functions (PNFs). The NS in ETSI definition is the recourse view. ETSI NVF
MANO (Management and Orchestration) addresses the three NFV layers (NFVI,
VNF, and NS) with the Virtualized Resources Management for the lowest layer, the
VNF Management for the middle layer, and the Network Service Management for the
top NS layer. The management architecture consists of the NS Management which
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manages the combinations of connected VNFs. It has the overview of the network
services and it manages the resource capacity. the VNF management has one or
more VNF manager to manages individual VNFs. The VIM manages the virtualized
resources. The orchestrator and the management of the VNFs are the main contribution of ETSI NFV to the industry. NFV adds a particular aspect to the virtulization
inside the scope of ETSI NFV, and they are the contribution of ETSI NFV to the industry: 1) the NFV orchestrator: network service management resource view as part
of central scope of ETSI NFV, 2) the management of VNFs, which manage complex
logical combinations of virtualized resource that provide a network function. ETSI
NFV is just concerned about the virtualized resource view, how they are orchestrated,
put together and used. Any application awareness, configurations and management
is out of ETSI NFV scope and might be managed by other organizations like 3GPP.
The need for better chain mapping prediction systems. Several solutions were proposed to handle such chain mapping under dynamic traffic loads; see
e.g., [1, 34, 49]. Most of these solutions considered fixed resource requirements and
assumed a (restrictive) linear relation between VNFs and resource allocations [38, 56].
The complexity and temporal dynamics of data center traffic call for a high degree
of automation and efficient decision making [69]. An online optimization method is
essential to make proactive chain mapping decisions to meet the inconsistent network
service demand while minimizing costs and maximizing the utility.
The decision of how to map chain requests to underlying resources can have a significant performance impact on network utilization and data center maintenance costs.
When traffic loads are dynamic, optimizing the chain mapping is challenging without
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looking at traffic patterns ahead [10, 11]. Fortunately, modern advances in machine
learning have enabled accurate predictions of short-term network requests given sufficient historical data [73]. Moreover, deep reinforcement learning (DQN) has widely
demonstrated its effectiveness on several network management problems, including
chain mapping [23, 41, 63]. However, these algorithms are often expensive to train,
and their convergence is slow. The reason is that they do not efficiently minimize
the regret, that is, the long term difference in total reward between the exploitation
and exploration phases of reinforcement learning; hence the best action is seldomly
optimal. All approaches that use deep reinforcement learning to solve the chain mapping problem have this drawback. Aside from the drawback of using a plain deep
reinforcement learning, two critical challenges in solving the chain mapping problem
are (i) the dynamic nature of future traffic demands that need to be processed by the
chain, and (ii) the partially known status of the traffic demands currently running
along with the data center physical links.

1.2

Research Contribution

This research proposal is addressing traffic flow forwarding on both edge access and
core layers. There are multiple wireless access technologies at the Edge access layer.
An online algorithm was proposed to manage the choice of the access technology
(WiFi and LTE) to enhance the user throughput and reduce latency. Moreover,
traffic at the virtualized edge core layer need to be placed optimally within the datacenter servers. Thus, another online algorithm was developed to help selecting the
forwarding paths on the physical layer and place the control VNF services on the
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right datacenter servers to reduce CPU and link bandwidth consumption.

1.2.1

Traffic management for Edge access layer

We first present an architecture for an online learning-based network transmission
path selection with a high cumulative mean reward. The focus of the learning is on
resolving and optimizing path diversity decisions in heterogeneous networks. e.g.,
composed of both WiFi and LTE technologies. We then formulate the MPTCP path
management problem as a contextual bandit learning task and design a Bernoulli
reward function to address the path diversity component of MPTCP. Our reward
function aims at achieving optimal throughput for every connection by utilizing the
maximum available network resources. We prototype our solution within NS3 to
demonstrate the proposed system by modifying the MPTCP path manager module.
The simulated contextual bandit path manager framework collects radio interface
data, train the model to generate classification predictions, apply the predicted actions for a real-time online decision of MPTCP primary path manager connection
setup, and update the agent asynchronously to adapt to radio coverage rapid changes.
Our experiments compare our contextual bandit path manager’s performance with
other approaches using available WiFi and LTE measurement traces from 20 separate locations across the USA. We show that our contextual bandit path manager
improves the aggregated throughput by up to 30% compared to baseline algorithms.
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1.2.2

Traffic management for Edge core layer

We designed and implemented a system able to handle these challenges in an efficient
online framework, using learning theory yet minimizing regrets. In particular, we
first propose a geometric program [61] to model the optimization of a set of service
chain mapping variables. To minimize the total cost of provisioning all chain mapping
requests, we propose OctoMap, a system whose design is based around two subsequent
prediction steps: first, to handle the dynamic nature of future traffic demands we
use supervised learning; second, to address the lack of accurate knowledge of the
current states, we use an online contextual bandit algorithm. OctoMap exploits the
available network information collected from experience while exploring knowledge
about the network bandwidth and CPU utilization. Our system can efficiently handle
higher dimensional features, extract traffic features, and collect updated network
utilization from a logically centralized controller. OctoMap decided on the mapping
of interconnected NFV chains using states from the underlying network infrastructure:
CPU, and link bandwidths. Our simulations based on real data center traffic show
how OctoMap can cope with the traffic dynamics and yield excellent SFC mapping
performance in dynamic settings. Our model also captures the harm index indicator
of the underlying physical network links hosting the bandwidth transfers.

1.3

Dissertation Outline

The remainder of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2 We present a survey information about the main research topics and related work around multipath
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transport control protocol, virtual network function embedding, and contextual bandit algorithm and then relate our contributions to existing work. Chapter 3 presents
A Contextual Bi-armed Bandit Approach for MPTCP Path Management in Heterogeneous LTE and WiFi Edge Networks. Chapter 4 presents OctoMap which is
a Service Function Chain Mapping via Supervised Learning and Online Contextual
Bandit. Finally, Conclusions and Future Research directions are presented in Chapter
5.
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CHAPTER 2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Multipath TCP

MPTCP is a TCP extension formalized in RFC 6824 [36]; the MPTCP working group
at the IETF was formed in October 2009; since the beginning it emphasizes backwards
compatibility with the network and applications. This is an aspect to keep in mind
when looking at some design decisions that may seem as counter intuitive at first.
As a result, TCP applications can run unmodified with MPTCP. An Application
Programming Interface (API) is proposed to give the applications more control and
finer tuning over MPTCP behaviors but it is not mandatory: the system falls back
on default heuristics instead for its operations. MPTCP signaling relies on the use
of one TCP option in the three-way handshake, and of another TCP option during
the connection to open and close subflows as a function of connection, subflow and
network states, as depicted in Fig. 2.1
As Multipath TCP is a transport layer protocol, it is usually implemented in
the network stack of the operating system. Multipath TCP implementations can
be decomposed into specialized components like the scheduler that maps packets to
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Figure 2.1: Representation of MTCP handshake (Source [17]).

subflows, whereas the path manager controls the subflow creation (Fig. 2.2). The
MPTCP consists of three main components, the path managers’ task is to only establish new subflows. How these subflows are used during the connection is determined
by the scheduler. Congestion control component ensure reasonable network resources
allocation and fairness in multi-path setups. These specialized components are further
configurable for difFferent application requirements and network environments.

2.2

Service Chain Embedding

Current Internet business model is based on Internet service providers (ISP) owning
and operating the Internet infrastructure, while network vendors are usually respon-
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Figure 2.2: The MPTCP consists of three main components: Path manager, scheduler
and congestion control component.

sible of developing, upgrading,and most of the time maintaining these networks. As
such, ISP infrastructure is a vendor specific proprietary, built as silos of hardware
entities, run by a proprietary software, mostly rigid, lacks flexibility, and usually
get stuck due to limited cooperation between the various infrastructure stockholders
of the Internet. Therefore, each time current ISPs plan to introduce new Internet
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services that require radical changes to the Internet, they suffer from time and operational difficulties. In addition, ISP will be forced to spend more on CAPEX and
OPEX, which could be beyond their limited budget capabilities. This tendency is
called the ossification of the Internet, reflecting rigidity to change the current Internet
architecture as well as the business relationships among various stakeholders [82]. To
overcome these limitations, network virtualization (NV) revealed new sights of a new
Internet business model spreading the rule of the current ISP among the following
new players: service providers (SP), virtual network operator (VNO), virtual network
provider (VNP), and infrastructure provider (InP) [82]. Fig. 2.3 clarifies the rule of
each of them and the handshaking between them. The core property to realize NV,
is the virtual network embedding, where virtual nodes are interconnected by virtual
links, forming a virtual topology, which is then embedded on the physical network
utilizing its physical nodes and links resources.
However, the problem of embedding virtual networks in a physical network is the
main resource allocation challenge in network virtualization, giving that for the embedding to happen, dynamic mapping and optimal dynamic resources allocation are
required, optimality through an embedding algorithm that balances a successful embedding against verity of different objectives, such as quality of service (QoS), quality
of network economics (QoNE), quality of power (QoEn). This means that virtual resources are mapped to candidate physical resources, only if all virtual resources can
be mapped, then the entire network is then embedded and physical resources are
actually spent.
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Figure 2.3: Internet business model with virtualization.

2.3

Contextual Bandits

First developed in Robbins [66], the multi-armed bandit [6, 74] describes a sequential
decision process with limited feedback. The bandit selects some actions (or arms)
to play in sequence,and in response to each action the bandit receives a (potentially
stochastic) reward for that action. The rewards for the remaining actions are unobserved (so called “bandit feedback”). The goal of the multi-armed bandit is to select
actions which will maximize the cumulative reward received. To start, the bandit has
no knowledge of how rewarding each action will be, and must balance exploration
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(selecting actions to model the rewards of each action) and exploitation (selecting
actions which are strongly believed to be optimal). The origin of the term multiarmed bandit comes from the slang “one-armed bandit”, describing an old-style slot
machine operated by pulling a long handle at the side.
Formally, the multi-armed bandit problem is defined by a set of K ≥ 2 possible
actions and sequences (Xa ) = Xa,1 , Xa,2 , ... of rewards for each action a. At each time
step t = 1, 2, ..., the bandit will select some action at, and will collect reward Xat,t
in response. The behavior of a bandit is determined by the action selection strategy.
The quality of a particular strategy is expressed in terms of the regret, or lost reward,
accumulated by selecting suboptimal actions,

Rn = max (

n
X

a

Xa,t ) −

t

n
X

Xat,t

(2.1)

t

as the difference between the total reward of the best performed action (the optimal strategy) and the total reward obtained by the bandit over n selections. In
practice, this from of regret is not practical to estimate, as the reward may be chosen
according to some stochastic or adversarial process. Instead, the pseudo-regret,

R̄n = max E[
a

n
X
t

Xa,t −

n
X

Xat,t ]

(2.2)

t

measures the regret compared to the action which has the optimal expected reward, as opposed to measuring the regret over the selected rewards rewards. The
goal is to determine a strategy which minimizes the potential regret of the bandit.The
structure of the rewards will strongly influence action selection strategy. Rewards can
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be drawn stochastically or adversarially. In the stochastic bandit case, the rewards
for each arm, (Xa), are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to
some distribution Va . In the adversarial (non-stochastic) bandit case, the rewards
are assumed to be generated by some adversary. The adversary is allowed to assign
rewards with full knowledge of the bandit’s selection process, but must make the
reward assignments before the bandit selects and reveals its action (otherwise, the
adversary could simply assign an arbitrary reward to the selected action). The adversarial setting illustrates the need for minimizing regret, as opposed to maximizing
reward. If the adversary were simply attempting to minimize the bandit’s accumulated reward, then it could simply set the poor rewards for every action. Instead, like
in a rigged casino, the adversary attempts to maximize the reward that the bandit
could have accumulated with optimal selections. Whereas the standard multi-armed
bandit formulation considers an exploration-exploitation trade-off, pure exploration
bandits instead consider a distinct exploration phase which is constrained to a fixed
number of action selections. During the exploration phase, the bandit selects actions
and obtains bandit feedback in order to identify the optimal action with high confidence, so that the recommended action can be exploited in the subsequent phase.
Only the regret of the recommended action is considered.
The contextual bandit [15, 55] is an associative reinforcement learning [6] that
extends the multi-armed bandit to include side-information in the decision procedure.
Prior to selecting an action, the contextual bandit first perceives some information ~xt
about the environment (a context) in which the action will occur.The resulting reward
observed by the contextual bandit depends on both the action and the context. In
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order to manage the complexity introduced by the addition of contextual information,
assumptions on the context space and reward are introduced. In the simplest case,
when the contextual information specifies an element from a finite set of contexts, the
contextual bandit can be interpreted as a set of independent, context-free bandits,
indexed by the context. When the context is drawn from a vector space, a common
constraint is to assume that the reward is linear in expectation. Regardless of the
constraints, the selection strategies underpinning various solutions to the contextual
bandit generally follow the selection strategies for the multi-armed bandit: greedy
[50], upper confidence bound [26], Thompson sampling [3], and adversarial models
[15]. Off-policy methods utilizes the partial-label results of a contextual bandit in
order to construct an action selection strategy from logged data. Similarly to pure
exploration bandits in the multi-armed case, exploration and exploitation are not
interleaved; rather, exploration data is constructed from the exploration of a previous
action selection strategy (as tuples of context, action,and reward), and the resulting
log data is used to construct a selection strategy which is then exploited. In contrast
to pure exploration bandits, the exploration procedure is not the focus. Due to
the limitation of bandit feedback, log data is insufficient to directly simulate the
result of some new selection strategy. One alternative is to estimate the contextual
reward function directly using the available log data, and use the resulting regression
model for simulating selection strategies. Another alternative is to utilize inverse
propensity scoring (IPS) [67] to shift the proportion of actions between the log data
and the selection’s actions. Combining both the direct and IPS methods addresses
the deficiencies of each. Instead of modeling the reward directly, the Offset-Tree [14]
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instead maps the logged partial label data to a weighted classification problem. The
resulting weighted classification data is then amenable to a broad suite of machine
learning techniques for feature selection, dimension reduction, and classification.

2.4

2.4.1

Related Work

Traffic management for Edge access layer

The Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) was introduced by the IETF as an extension for
TCP to allow exchanging data via multiple paths concurrently and to maximize network resource utilization [35]. Several efforts have been carried out to improve the
MPTCP performance in different applications [21, 40, 79, 89, 90]. The throughput of
MPTCP relies extensively on its path management mechanism and path characteristics [5, 31]. Typical MPTCP path manager employs a fullmesh mechanism to setup
subflows between all available pair of interfaces [18]. Raiciu et. al [64] introduced the
Ndiffport path manager, specifically to improve datacenter performance and robustness with MPTCP. With regard to mobile devices, a full mesh might be undesirable
as cellular interfaces require energy and are unstable. Paasch et al.[60] proposed the
backup and the single path mode alternatives to the full mesh path management for
mobile devices, they all establish the WiFi connection first. Deng et al. [31] studied
the impact of network selection; their experiments show that the primary selected
network path has a major effect on the network throughput degradation. Similarly,
we have proposed a proactive path manager, but our solution triggers the establishment of the optimal primary subflow first depending on the radio signal conditions
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at the connection setup time.
A few solutions have been proposed employing machine learning withing the MPTCP
path management. Zhao et. al [90], for example, presented a Support Vector Machine model for MPTCP performance prediction using an SDN controller to monitors
and adjusts the paths. Ahmad et. al [4], used reinforcement learning for MPTCP in
multicast and wireless scenarios. Xu et al. [86] presented a deep reinforcement learning based architecture for MPTCP by defining the state of the environment using
throughput, delay, and jitter. Similar to these approaches, we also used a machine
learning in general, a simplified version of reinforcement learning in particular, and
we also evaluated LTE and WiFi with the objective of maximizing the throughput of
the flows in the past time epoch. However, we used a multi-armed bandit approach.
None of the previous solutions considered the problem of primary path selection to
tackle the path diversity issues. Finally, multi-armed bandit has been considered to
solve other wireless network problems recently [27, 37].
Differently from these existing solutions, our proposed contextual bandit path manager is a learning-based primary path selection approach with a particular focus on
path diversity for heterogeneous networks. We adopted the contextual bandit learning framework to generate the optimal primary MPTCP path selection decisions
efficiently.

2.4.2

Traffic management for Edge core layer

In the past few years, many studies addressed the chain mapping problem in data centers. Since this problem is known to be an NP-hard one [85], heuristics are necessary
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to adapt to the large data center networks. The authors in [53] proposed a two-stage
heuristic solution for placements of VNFs formulated as an ILP model. They used a
greedy correlation algorithm for the chain mapping considering varying-time request
workloads. Their work shows improvements in network resource utilization with
fewer physical machines. Similarly, Yang et al. [87] proposed a heuristic to reduce
the energy consumption caused by SFC mapping in data centers. These solutions
considered a single path mapping and used fixed resource requirements, assuming a
stringent linear relation between the chain mapping and resource allocation [38, 56].
Some studies addressed the data center SFC mapping by utilizing multiple paths and
multiple VNFs to balance the load on the underlying infrastructure [33, 62]. The
authors in [42] instead designed an online scaling chain deployment algorithm across
data centers to minimize delays. Moreover, G. Sun et al. [76] proposed a heuristic
algorithm to effectively deploy SFCs in parallel by dividing dynamic arrival service
requests into multiple subflows and instantiating the same number of chains for data
centers. None of those studies consider the continuous network load variations in
their solutions, and space and time efficiency that contextual bandit algorithms have.
Differently from all these solutions, we decide the optimal action to accommodate
future chain mapping requests rather than making decisions for demands as they
arrive. To address this aspect, we use the efficient online contextual bandit solution
to explore the best actions for dynamic request mapping and use them to take faster
mapping decisions for upcoming chain requests.

Machine learning for chain mapping and allocation. Schneider et al. [73]
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proposed a machine learning approach to allocate virtual resources in NFV systems
dynamically. Nevertheless, the authors represented temporal dynamics that updates
the environment only if there are changes in network topology and flow on the network, whereas we employ predicted traffic flows to compute required resources to be
mapped to each requested chain. The use of a CNN to forecast future traffic load is
key to our design since previous traffic conditions are likely to have a significant impact on future service traffic. This is known as long-range dependence (LRD), which
can be quantified by correlation among network traffic sequences [12]. Statistical
methods are unable to capture the LRD and non-linearity of network traffic due to
strong theoretical assumptions and the simplistic implementation of the conventional
network traffic prediction. Although Support Vector Machine models are robust,
large-scale network traffic prediction is slow and requires powerful computational
machines [13]. Deep learning models such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have
gained superiority over traditional machine learning models, especially in the context
of time-series data. Specifically, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), a class of RNN,
have been proven successful in i) accurately predicting LTE uplink throughput to promote sophisticated video rate adaptation techniques that significantly improve user
experience [52] and ii) dynamically predicting traffic load to optimize the resource
allocation in network slicing context [8][9]. Approaches that share more similarities
with our approach are those applying reinforcement learning for the chain mapping
problem. Chen et al. [24] proposed a QoS/QoE-aware SFC framework using reinforcement learning. They included a lightweight QoS over LLDP scheme to collect
QoS Information from underlying switches and a Deep Q Network-based chain al-
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gorithm for maximizing the reinforcement learning rewards. The actions in deep
reinforcement learning algorithms change the state of the environment to achieve an
optimal final target; this is not required for addressing the chain mapping decisions,
where the network state and the “contexts”, i.e., the states, do not depend on past
actions. Surprisingly, very few research studies are centered on the dynamic mapping
of chains with highly variable network traffic flows. One example is Wang et al. [80],
that also employs a multi-armed bandit (MAB) for VNF placement. They first used
an online algorithm called ski-rental to compute the NFV instances to be deployed,
while we used a CNN predictor for this purpose. They then used a traditional MAB
algorithm to decide the VNF placement. What makes our design different is that
their implementation does not account for the variation of flows.
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CHAPTER 3

Edge access layer traffic management: A Contextual
Bi-armed Bandit Approach for MPTCP Path Management
in Heterogeneous LTE and WiFi Edge Networks

Internet networks are an essential part of many critical infrastructures like energy,
water supply, agriculture, health services, transportation, banking, gaming, and communication. Mobile edge network has recently emerged to enhance the processing
capability of the wireless networks. It can be divided into edge access and edge core
layers. To grant the required speed and reliability of those critical applications, Edge
computing networks is a great candidate to reduce latency and enhance performance.
The speed and flexibility afforded by Edge computing to handle data creates an exciting range of possibilities. However, Edge servers also has some limitations, such
as incomplete data since Edge computing only process and analyze partial sets of
information. There is a need for bridging the gap between AI and computer network,
we can apply machine learning algorithms to tackle networking problems and we can
use the network to build new machine learning algorithms and solve some of the existing problems. There is a need for them to collaborate and merge. In this work,
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we apply machine learning techniques to the mobile edge network to combat these
issues. We propose a smart multi armed bandit algorithm that can decide the appropriate connection setup for multiple network access technologies on the Edge access
layer under fluctuating traffic environment in a heterogeneous mobile network. We
developed a system that adopts a newly emerged transport layer protocol, Multi-path
TCP (MPTCP), that can run on mobile devices to enable multipath data transmission. MPTCP is an evolution of TCP that allows the simultaneous use of multiple
interfaces for a single connection. Despite the success of MPTCP, its deployment
can be enhanced by controlling which network interface to be used as an initial path
during the connectivity setup. A centralized controller is designed to manage the
MPTCP connections and regulate their bandwidth usage from each connected network. More specifically, we proposed an online MPTCP path manager based on the
contextual bandit algorithm to help choose the optimal primary path connection that
maximizes throughput and minimizes delay and packet loss. The contextual bandit
path manager deals with the rapid changes of multiple transmission paths in heterogeneous networks. The output of this algorithm introduces an adaptive policy to the
path manager whenever the MPTCP connection is attempted based on the last hop
wireless signals characteristics. Recently, several MPTCP path management schemes
have been proposed, given the fundamental importance of such mechanisms for the
protocol. Some notable examples include Context-Aware Multipath-TCP [84], Dynamic MPTCP Path Configuration with SDN [90], Multipath TCP with Path-aware
Information [58], Ndiffport Subflow Manager for Data Centres [64], and Fullmesh
Path Manager [18]. Nowadays, the Fullmesh has been chosen as the default path
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manager algorithm in all MPTCP implementations. As the name suggests, the algorithm connects the user with all available transmission paths by creating a full mesh
of subflows between the communicating hosts. While the Fullmesh path manager
has merit, it is known to be suboptimal in dynamic network enviroinments. One
known problem of Fullmesh is that it always starts with establishing the WiFi path
first, potentially affecting the MPTCP throughput significantly when the Wifi signal is weak [31]. Moreover, the Fullmesh path manager of MPTCP assigns subflow
statically; this means that when one subflow fails, e.g., for excessive re-transmissions,
it is hard to re-establish it, causing significant performance degradation. Finally,
the Fullmesh strategy leads to a large number of established subflows and ignores the
benefits offered by path diversity. Several algorithms were hence proposed to improve
network fairness and efficiency of MPTCP. In this chapter, we show that MPTCP
path manager module can be viewed as a learning task with an agent seeking for
the optimal actions that maximize the reward in a dynamic wireless network environment. To do so, we proposed a contextual bandit machine learning framework
designed to tackle these complex situations through a learning algorithm that can
test out different actions and automatically learn which one has the highest rewarding outcome for a given situation. Our proposed contextual bandit path manager
contains three stages: (i) collection of contexts, (ii) training and updating the agent
oracle, and (iii) online recommendation. During the collection of contexts, without
prior knowledge of the optimal action, the learning agent follows some heuristic path
manager rules to explore, and takes actions using a probabilistic approach, exploring
its historical experience. In the training stage, the agents’ oracle trains a Stochastic
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Gradient Descent (SGD) binary classifier based on the collected context experiences,
and generates actions representing the optimal primary path for the MPTCP connection setup. In the recommendation stage, the MPTCP system uses the up-to-date
actions to make online path management decisions, and feedback the agent as experience for future learning and model refitting and improvement. To improve the
learning efficiency, we measure the accumulative reward of the agents policy to derive
the optimal path manager. Our contextual bandit path manager approach tackles
the path diversity issues in heterogeneous networks in a novel way.
The main results contributions of this work are summarized as follows. An illustration of an online machine learning based decision for network transmission path
selection with high cumulative mean reward value, focused on resolving path diversity in heterogeneous networks. The research problem is fundamental, and it can
address a few MPTCP performance issues and adapt to the dynamic behaviour of
heterogeneous network last mile radio conditions. We formulate the MPTCP path
management problem as a contextual bandit learning task and design a Bernoulli
reward function addressing the path diversity issues. It intends to achieve optimal
throughput for every user connection by utilizing the maximum available network
resources. We designed a prototype to demonstrate the proposed system deployment
with enhanced network resource utilization for LTE and WiFi heterogeneous wireless
networks with minor modifications in the MPTCP path manager module supporting
connection events. The deployed contextual bandit path manager framework collects
radio interface data, train the model to generate classification predictions, apply the
predicted actions for real-time online decision of MPTCP primary path manager con-
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nection setup, and update the agent asynchronously to adapt to radio coverage rapid
changes. Extensive experiments was conducted to compare the performance of contextual bandit path manager with the default and other work approaches. We used
real data to emulate the right network conditions in our evaluation scenarios. It shows
that the contextual bandit path manager improves the aggregated throughput upto
30% compared to baselines and outperforms on the measured performance metrics.

3.1

Path Manager Importance in Multi-Path TCP

The Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) provides concurrent transmissions to increase resilience of the connectivity and maximizes the usage of all the available network
resources. MPTCP implementations are backwards compatible with all versions of
TCP, and allow the transmission of a single data stream to be split across multiple
paths. Mobile devices designed with two wireless interfaces are a common use case
for MPTCP. The MPTCP consists of three main components, the scheduler, the path
manager and the congestion control. Path management task is to only establish new
subflows. How these subflows are used during the connection is determined by the
scheduler. A good path manager algorithm is needed to manage the multiple paths
creation efficiently, each path is equivalent to a subflow and is identified by a pair
of source and destination IP addresses. It is used to explore and initialize multiple
paths, manage signaling alternative addresses to hosts, and setup new subflows to
join the existing MPTCP transmission connectivity. The path management function
of MPTCP is independent from other scheduling interface and congestion control
functions, this makes it feasible to redefine a smart path management algorithm with
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no significant changes to other functional components [16, 44].
MPTCP can be set to backup mode or single mode; in backup mode, the system
setup a TCP subflow over each interface and sets the cellular interface as a backup
path. Traffic flows only over the WiFi interface and if it fails, then the data transfer
switches to the cellular interface. In single-path mode instead, a subflow is created
over the WiFi interface and no packet is sent over the cellular interface until the WiFi
interface goes down. The MPTCP path manager options are currently ndiffports [65]
and fullmesh [18]. Ndiffports opens multiple subflows between the same IP pairs on
both end-hosts, and fullmesh opens a full mesh of subflows among the available IPs.
This mode creates multiple subflows for each pair of source-destination IP-address
pair, up to the maximum limit of allowed subflows. This policy leads to a large
number of established subflows and ignores the benefits offered by the path diversity.

3.2

Multi-Path TCP and Multi-Armed Bandits

Since our solutions uses Contextual Multi-Armed Bandits approach to MPTCP, in
this section we give some background of this approach. In the rest of the paper, we will
use notations and definitions highlighted in this section. Multi-armed bandits (MAB)
is a machine learning algorithm that make decisions under uncertainty by balancing
between exploration and exploitation of several agents (bandits). A MAB algorithm
defines a set A of possible actions, known as “arms”. At each round T , the algorithm
selects an action and collects a reward for that chosen arm. Unlike reinforcement
learning, bandit problems only observe the outcome of a selected action for a given
state. Each MAB algorithm solves the exploration / exploitation tradeoff with the
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Figure 3.1: System architecture: Online contextual bandits for MPTCP primary path
selection: LTE or Wi-Fi.

help of a policy π. For each round t ∈ [T ], the algorithm observes a context xt , picks
an arm at , and experience a reward rt ∈ [0, 1], whose value depends on the context
xt and the chosen action at [54, 74].
The contextual bandit policies are greedy, that is, they only take into account short
term effects.
The context affects how a reward is associated with each bandit, so as contexts change,
the model should learn to adapt its bandit choice. Contextual bandits have valuable
statistical properties, such as regret guarantees. A good policy allows the choice
of different good actions in different contexts. The policy explores by trying with
various actions to understand what reward is given by each of them, then it exploits
the collected information so far and take actions which maximizes an immediate
reward.
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3.3

Automating MPTCP Path Manager Decisions

Analyzing existing MPTCP path manager mechanisms, we found two suboptimalities
in regard with the protocol design and its deployment compatibility for heterogeneous
networks: (1) adaptability and (2) autonomy. The classical methods of path management rely on static and predefined rules, lacking the ability of adapting to the
rapid network conditions, especially at network edge. Moreover, the latency and
link capacity of mobile network is notoriously variable, depends on the radio signal
characteristics and on the number of concurrent connections. With an active online
path manager algorithm, we improve the MPTCP path selection criteria by actively
learning the evolution of the paths.
In our design, we employ a contextual bandit algorithm, a machine learning technique that generates path management decisions for MPTCP to mitigate the above
issues. To make its decision, our algorithm uses real dataset collected from different
locations. MPTCP leads to better user experience and higher throughput if the primary path was selected correctly. In our design, we aim at answering two network
transmissions related questions: (i) what is the benefit of following an online MPTCP
path management decision scheme, with respect to a predefined rule? (ii) What is
the added value of feeding back the observed physical layer contexts i.e., states, for
every link that a packet has traversed?
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Figure 3.2: MTCP throughput for coexisting WiFi and LTE in all the locations given
by the dataset, having different proportion of WiFi and LTE throughputs with uplink
and downlink combined.

3.4

Our Solution: MPTCP Path Manager via Bi-Armed Bandit

In this section, we describe the details of our proposed dynamic path management
algorithm for MPTCP. In particular, we design a contextual multi-armed bandit
algorithm to solve the radio access selection problem to improve network efficiency
using objectives that better represent the sought solutions. We first formulate the
problem of selecting the optimal transmission parameters given the radio channel
state observations as a constrained optimization problem, where the constraint arises
from the need to satisfy a transmission latency target. Next, we demonstrate that
this optimization problem can be reformulated as a stochastic linear programming
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Figure 3.3: CDF of link capacity for all locations where MPTCP measurements were
conducted having a diverse total link capacity for both LTE and WiFi throughput.

problem that fits itself to a contextual multi-armed bandit (CMAB) approach with
additional constraints on the space of actions in each exploitation step. Finally, we
refer to state-of-the-art CMAB approaches that have been developed to solve related
problems, although our application falls into different contexts [54].

3.4.1

Problem Definition

We model the MPTCP path management scheme with α ∈ A that selects the Radio Access Technology (RAT), pα(q) (t) ∈ P , in the tth user transmission time. We
assume that a radio channel state observation vector is given and denoted with
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x(t) = [x(t), ..., x(t − W )], where W is the number of radio channel observation.
Then, the average transmission rate and latency over a time T is given by:

α(x)

sα (T ) =

1
T

p
X nX

D(p)c(i)

(3.1)

p,x i=1

and
α(x)

β α (T ) =

1
T

p
X nX

c(i),

(3.2)

p,x i=1

where D(p) is the number of data bits that are transmitted into a transport block,
c is the acknowledgment (ACK) of a successful transmission, and nα(x)
is a random
p
variable denoting the number of times the RAT P is chosen by policy α(x) over the
T transmission interval.
We can now formulate the tasks of finding the optimal path management choice
that maximizes the throughput under the target transmission latency constraint θ as
the following constrained optimization problem

arg max
α∈A

s.t.

sα (T ),
(3.3)
α

β (T ) ≤ θ

Then we redefine this optimization problem by assigning the context x(t) to the
bandit and introducing a constraint to restrict the action space of the bandit in each
T.
Using Wald’s lemma for Eq.3.1, we can rewrite the expected transmission rate up
to time T as
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E[sα (T )] =

1
T

X

E[npα(x) ]D(p)βp,x

(3.4)

p,x

,where βp,x is the ACK probability for RAT p given the observed channel state x.
Similarly for Eq.3.2, the expected transmission rate is

E[β α (T )] =

1
T

X

]βp,x
E[nα(x)
p

(3.5)

p,x

Based on this formulation, the problem of finding the best RAT p that solves the constrained optimization problem given in Eq.3.3 can be stated as the following stochastic
linear program:

1X
E[nα(x)
]D(p)βp,x ,
p
T p,x

arg max
α∈A

s.t.
3.4.2

1
T

X

E[nα(x)
]βp,x
p

(3.6)

≥ 1 − θ.

p,x

Solution Design

We solve the given problem with a contextual multi-armed bandit (CMAB) algorithm [55] where the contexts are the observed radio channel characteristics, modeled
with the state vector x, the arms correspond to the available RATs, and the reward
is the observed ACK for each transmission, weighted by the number of transmitted
bits D(p). In wireless signals, the analytical relationship between the observed radio channel state vector x(t) and the probability of ACK for each RAT is nonlinear.
Therefore, we utilize a linear logistic regression classifier to model the arms of the
CMAB, where the input is provided by the observed radio channel state vector x(t),
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and the output of the network is the probability predicted for each RAT. In each T
given x(t) contexts, the CMAB selects the RAT p that is predicted to maximize the
expected throughput in that T while also satisfying the target latency constraint. The
observed true reward for the selected RAT is D(p) = 1 with a probability 1−βp,x , and
0 with a probability βp,x . To approximate the values of βp,x accurately, the CMAB
has to explore the space of available RATs given the context vectors x(t).
Our MPTCP path manager leverages the wireless signal contexts awareness to decide
the best primary interface as recommended by the contextual bandit algorithm, either
LTE mobile network or WiFi. Each arm is an MPTCP session with both LTE and
WiFi connections to be set up. In our solution the model assigns the primary path
based on the given contexts of the wireless parameters, unlike the default fullmesh
path manager that always establishes WiFi first despite the signal quality. The online
contextual bandit module is integrated with the mobile device to obtain the features
for the active learner module. Such module makes the primary path decision based
on the emulated wireless environment. As the currently default approach in MPTCP,
the proposed contextual bandit path manager creates a fullmesh of subflows among
all available flows, but it starts with the recommended first primary that helps maximizing the throughput and utilizing the available network resources efficiently.
The design of a path management mechanism for MPTCP can be represented as a
machine learning task to generate optimal path decision rules under uncertain network conditions. The contextual bandit provides the methodology for an agent to
learn by interacting with the dynamic network environment and produce actions that
maximize the reward. We adopt the contextual bandit to find the optimal primary
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path for MPTCP under heterogeneous networks as an online active learner. A typical
contextual bandit involves the concepts of context, agent, arm (action), and reward,
which are defined as follows.

1. Contexts: The contexts module is responsible for parsing the data from the
user environment, obtaining the contextual features that are continuously observed from the users devices by the agent. In our MPTCP system, the contexts
xtk : t = rounds, k = arms represent the dynamic LTE and WiFi radio signal
characteristics as described in Table 3.1.
2. Agent: agent is the core entity of the system that performs the learning and
recommends the actions. In our MPTCP path management problem, the agent
is the component responsible for making decisions of primary path according
to different wireless network conditions. Those decisions in contextual bandit
algorithm are made by the policy and will be discussed in section 3.4.2.1.
3. Arms or Actions: The arms in the bandit setting indicate how an agent
responds to the observed context. In MPTCP path management, the arms
determine the number of possible paths or subflows in the network topology.
This work is concerned with a scenario of fixed number of arms k = 2, from
which an agent must choose one as his action at in each round t. Each arm in
our problem represents the Radio Access Technology (RAT), LTE or WiFi.
4. Reward: The reward is the long-term overall benefit that agents wish to maximize. We assign stochastic binary rewards for each arm rkt ∈ {0, 1} using
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Table 3.1: Contextual features of the dynamic LTE and WiFi radio signal characteristics

WiFi and cell RTT

Allow devices to measure the distance to nearby WiFi routers and determine
their location with a precision of 1 to 2 meters.

WiFi DNS lookup time

Reflects how long it takes the DNS servers to respond to a request for the
domain. It identifies the DNS hosting performance delays while resolving the
domain

WiFi RSSI

Received Signal Strength Indicator, measures how well the device can hear a
signal from an access point or a router. It determines if there is enough signal
for getting a good wireless connection

WiFi linkspeed

Link speed is the maximum speed in bits per second. For wireless connections
many factors affect the link speed, such as wireless standard, WiFi signal
strength, and level of interference.

WiFi and cell lossrate

The percentage of frames that should have been forwarded by a network but
were not. It is the ratio of the number of lost packets to the total number
of sent packets. It expresses the reliability of the cell and WiFi paths in the
network

WiFi UDP delta

the variation of network delay computed by time delta between two frame
timestamps.

Cell Signal Strength

Signal Strength measured in decibels and indicates the signal received from a
cell tower. Represents the entire received power including the wanted power
from the serving cell as well as all co-channel power and other sources of noise.

Cell dBm

Represent the strength of a signal at any given location, as well as the amount
of power an antenna is capable of amplifying. Measures the average power
received from a single Reference signal.

Cell RSRQ

Reference Signal Received Quality indicates quality of the received signal and
ranges from -19.5dB (bad) to -3dB (good)). It is a key measure of signal level
and quality for mobile network.

Cell CQI

Channel Quality Indicator, carrying the information on how good or bad the
communication channel quality is. It is the information that the user equipment sends to the network about current communication channel quality.

Cell RSSNR

Reference Signal Signal to Noise Ratio, level of a desired signal to the level of
background noise.
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Figure 3.4: The mean cumulative reward (and its error upto 95% confidence level) is
calculated for each policy over its 50 batch online simulations.

the Bernoulli distribution function, and is concerned with cumulative rewards
throughout the rounds. The reward rkt equals one when the agent observes a
throughput and latency above the threshold values, and 0 otherwise.

3.4.2.1

Contextual Bandit Policies Evaluation

The policy is implemented in the agent and it defines a mapping from the observed
contexts of the network environment to the action to be taken in those contexts setup,
policy π : ( context x) 7→ ( action a) . The policy helps the agent choose actions
based on contexts by finding a good decision rule for selecting the action. We use a
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Figure 3.5: MPTCP throughput over time for the first six locations, measured during
the evaluation of a rapidly changing wireless network and links capacity, for our
contextual bandit and the fullmesh MPTCP path management. Contextual bandit
path manager maximize utilization of available resource within given capacity limit

policy that involves machine learning algorithm as an oracle to learn from past information and choose optimal actions based on learnt response patterns. In our work,
this oracle fit a linear logistic regression classifier model with Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD).
Before determining the contextual bandit strategy to deploy, we compared six different policies that differ in their exploring and exploiting strategies. The policies are
detailed here below:

1. Epsilon-Greedy. This policy chooses the empirical best arm a, based on the
classification oracle fˆ(xt ), with some given high probability p or a random
arm otherwise. Several variations of this explore-exploit dilemma have been
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Figure 3.6: MPTCP throughput over time for the second six locations, measured
during the evaluation of a rapidly changing wireless network and links capacity, for our
contextual bandit and the fullmesh MPTCP path management. Contextual bandit
path manager maximize utilization of available resource within given capacity limit

proposed for this policy; for example, decaying the probability of choosing a
random arm with each successive round, or even dropping it to zero after some
turning point.
2. Bootstrapped Upper Confidence Bound (UCB). This policy obtains an upper
confidence bound by considering the percentile of the predictions among a set
of k classifiers fˆ1:k,1:m that fit with different bootstrapped samples m per arm.
3. Adaptive Greedy. This policy sets a threshold value z on the classification
oracle fˆ1:k predictions then pick the action a with maximum value of that at
each successive round, or else choose either randomly or according to an active
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learning heuristic.
4. Explore First. This policy is also known as “explore then exploit”. The policy
uses a breakpoint tb , for each successive round t with context xt , and it selects
action a uniformly at random if t < tb to explore, or else exploits by selecting
the action with maximum reward value a = argmax fˆ(xt ). This reward a is
hence estimated to be the best arm.
5. Adaptive Active Greedy. This policy sets an initial threshold z0 on which it
takes action with highest estimated reward, otherwise it takes an action either
randomly or based to an active learning heuristic.
6. Active Explorer: Selects a proportion of actions according to an active learning
heuristic based on gradient. The predictions are made according to an active
learning heuristic (the gradient that the observation would produce on each
model predicting a class). Since the active explorer policy can control the
probability p of selecting an action a according to active learning criteria wq , it
is a good candidate for the rapidly changing network condition contexts. The
learning heuristic of this policy is explained as part of Algorithm 1

3.4.3
3.4.3.1

Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setup

To evaluate our proposed contextual bandit MPTCP solution, we implemented the
system described in Fig. 3.1. Our implementation is based on on Kheirkhah’s
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Algorithm 1 Primary Path selection for User Equipment in any edge based server
using contextual multi-armed bandit based on active explore policy.
probability p, classification oracles fˆ(xt ) with gradient functions g(x, r) The primary
path selection for each user equipment MPTCP new connection attempt repeat
Collecting the contexts data from the last mile radio environment of LTE and WiFi xt
for each successive MPTCP connection attempts t with contexts xt do
probability p:
Select action a = argmax fˆ(xt )
Otherwise:

With

for arm q doSet wq = (1 − fˆq (xt )||gq (xt , 0)|| + fˆq (xt )||gq (xt , 1)||
Select action argmax w Until obtained reward rat , update observation {xt , rat } to
the history for arm a, update classification oracle fˆa
return The selected primary path for every connection based on online last 50 trained
and updated batch
MPTCP implementation in Network Simulator 3 (NS3) [46]. We have implemented
the MPTCP transport layer conforming to the RFC-6824, and following the MPTCP
Linux kernel design [59]. We integrated the online contextual algorithm with NS3
running the NS library to control the MPTCP primary path selection by modifying
the MPTCP path manager module. To quantify the benefits of our approach, we
evaluate the performance using real data collected by the NMS lab at MIT CSAIL
[30] using a crowd-sourced network measurement tool. The dataset refer to end-toend measurements of WiFi and cellular network performance on the user equipment,
simultaneously. The dataset has different properties. In particular, analyzing the
dataset (Figure 3.3 ) we found: (i) always a dominant arm to which most observations belong in few locations, (ii) a more balanced scenario with no dominant label,
(iii) a large number of labels useful for training if the right hyper-parameters were
set.
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Figure 3.7: CDF of the throughput of contextual bandit vs. fullmesh path manager
of MPTCP for the first six simulated locations. The throughput of contextual bandit
approach is higher at a rate of around 50% of the times in average for all locations.

Network Topology : We simulate a heterogeneous network with WiFi and LTE
coexisting links, illustrated in Figure 3.1. The network consists of an MPTCP compatible user equipment and an internet MPTCP compatible server. We emulated the
WiFi and LTE link capacity and all other radio channel properties according to the
real dataset to evaluate the performance of the proposed contextual MPTCP path
manager in 20 different locations provided in the dataset. Each location has divert
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Figure 3.8: CDF of the throughput of contextual bandit vs. fullmesh path manager of
MPTCP for the second six simulated locations. The throughput of contextual bandit
approach is higher at a rate of around 50% of the times in average for all locations.

and dynamic WiFi and LTE coverage throughout time as shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3.
Baseline Algorithms: We compared the performance of MPTCP with our contextual bandit path manager approach and the default MPTCP fullmesh path manager,
using two congestion control algorithms: the decoupled (TCP reno) and the coupled
congestion control [83]. We also compared our approach with the most similar and
recent MPTCP work [90] where the authors used Support Vector Machine (SVM) to
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decide (based on a throughput threshold) whether to select both paths for LTE and
WiFi or the single path with the highest bandwidth.

3.4.3.2

Performance Metrics and Analysis

We quantified the performance gains of our approach across two metrics: throughput
and latency, arguably the most important network performance metrics. Throughput
measures the total number of bytes within a unit of time, and latency indicates the
delay of the network.
Performance of the trained contextual bandit policies: We apply a few multiarmed bandits policies to the online contextual bandits with Bernoulli rewards and
binary classification using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [29]. We implemented
the active learning policies to capture the fluctuating behavior of the network environment at the edge of the network. We trained the decision maker model on the full
dataset including all locations in a centralized way. This approach can, however be
easily ported at each edge where each location trains only with a subset of the data.
We are particularly interested in selecting the policy that maximizes our cumulative
reward for each 50 online batch training representing the new MPTCP connections.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the average cumulative reward behavior for all policies with respect to the training time. In our settings, we found that the overall best policy is the
contextual active explorer, in terms of both performance and learning speed. This
is due to its ability to adapt to the rapid network channel changes and its property
of actively exploring probabilities against the variant contexts. Moreover, the policy
considers also the characteristics of the network in its last-mile. Figure 3.4 also shows
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that the active explorer policy converged faster after 1000 training rounds. For these
reasons, the rest of the evaluation experiments are carried using the active explorer
policy.
• Rejection Sampling, given that we do not have a fully-labeled dataset:
In our first policy evaluation approach we assumed that we have a fully-labeled dataset
available. Therefore we evaluated the performance of different policies by looking at
the actions they would have chosen in a fully-labeled dataset to predict the best action
for the MPTCP path manager. However, in practical contextual bandits settings we
do not have access to fully-labeled data, and the data that we could collect with a
certain policy would likely to be biased as it is collected through some policy that
aims to maximize its rewards. Therefore, evaluating the performance of a new policy
is hard in such scenarios. This second evaluation technique, called rejection sampling,
deals with such problem.
Rejection sampling is a way to generate independent samples from a probability
distribution function or probability density function that is potentially not normalized
[75, 88]. Rejection sampling is based on a train and test split in a way that the policy
is trained with some data and evaluated on different data. The best way to obtain a
good estimate of the performance of a policy is to collect some data on which actions
are chosen at random. When such data is available, we can iterate through it, let the
policy choose an action for each observation, and if it matches with what was chosen,
take it along with its rewards for evaluation purposes, or skip it if not. This simple
rejection sampling method is unbiased and let you evaluate online algorithms when
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Policy
Adaptive Active Greedy
Active Explorer
Bootstrapped UCB
Epsilon-Greedy
Adaptive Greedy
Explore First

Estimated mean reward
97.2%
97.1%
96.9%
92.3%
92.2%
89.6%

Table 3.2: Estimated mean reward for each policy evaluated using rejection sampling
method

the actions of this test sample are chosen at random.
To perform this evaluation, we used the built in policy evaluation library within the
contextual bandit python package [29]. We simulated the data generated from a policy
by fitting a logistic regression model with a sample of the fully-labeled data, then let
it choose actions for some more data, and take those actions and rewards as input for
a new policy, along with the estimated reward probabilities for the actions that were
chosen. The new policy will then be evaluated on a test sample with actions already
selected before, and the estimates from the methods here will be compared with the
real rewards obtained from the labeled data. Table 3.2 shows the evaluation results
for all the policies. Adaptive active greedy, active explorer and Bootstrapped Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) got the highest accuracy on testing dataset. However, we
chose to implement the active explorer because it had the advantage of learning speed
over the rest policies.
Comparison with reinforcement learning : We compared out contextual
bandit path manager with the full reinforcement learning algorithm. We plotted the
results in Figure 3.9 to illustrate the observed behavior with our real data from this
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dataset benchmark [30]. When the base station is still unloaded, we get the ideal
conditions for both algorithms where the latency remains constant as the throughput
ramps up. Once the stations reach to high capacity, the throughput stops increasing
for a longer time period in the reinforcement learning algorithm with more latency
compared to the contextual bandit algorithm. Unlike reinforcement learning, bandit
problems only observe the outcome of a selected action for a given state. Each MAB
algorithm solves the exploration / exploitation tradeoff with the help of a policy π.
For each round t ∈ [T ], the algorithm observes a context xt , picks an arm at , and
experience a reward rt ∈ [0, 1], whose value depends on the context xt and the chosen
action at
Comparison with baselines: We compared our contextual bandit path manager, using active explorer policy, with the default fullmesh path manager. We plotted
the results across different locations, each having different radio network behavior.
Figure 3.6 shows the throughput over time as depicted by our NS3 simulation experiments for the default MPTCP with fullmesh path manager and our contextual path
manager MPTCP using the same decoupled congestion control on both. The physical
properties of radio propagation such as loss rate and signal power eventually cause
changes in link performance. As a result, wireless radio channels fluctuate rapidly
over short timescales (milliseconds) and change more dramatically over slightly longer
time scales. Thus, such instabilities motivate adaptive exploration mechanisms. We
observed that contextual path manager helps the MPTCP to outperforms and manages to adapt faster to the rapid network capacity changes. It managed to achieve
the highest possible throughput while preventing packets to exceed the link capacity
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Figure 3.9: Latency vs throughput over the simulated link. The x-blue line represents the reinforcement learning model behavior and the o-orange line represents our
contextual bandit. Our contextual bandit achieved less delay as throughput increased

threshold value and thus invoke congestion avoidance procedure.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the CDF throughput comparison between contextual
and fullmesh path manager of MPTCP for all locations given in the dataset. The
overall throughput in those locations is higher using the contextual MPTCP since it
will assign to each user the optimal primary path of a given location, based on the
wireless signal characteristic at that time. Due to the fluctuating behavior of wireless
signals, the fullmesh path manager MPTCP algorithm does not perform well, since
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Figure 3.10: WiFi and LTE mean throughput vs mean latency over the traced simulated links for the first six locations. The five represented points are: our contextual
bandit MPTCP path manager tested with decoupled TCP Reno congestion control,
the algorithm of Zhao et al. [90] using SVM to decide the primary path, our method
tested with coupled MPTCP congestion control, the default fullmesh MPTCP with
coupled congestion control, and the default fullmesh MPTCP with TCP Reno congestion control. The Top-right part of the graph indicate better performance.

it always initiates any new connection with WiFi despite the network environment.
In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 we present the results of our trace driven experiments for our
contextual bandit MPTCP path manager against the baseline algorithms, fullmesh
MPTCP path manager and the related work of Zhao et al. [90]. The figures show
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Figure 3.11: WiFi and LTE mean throughput vs mean latency over the traced simulated links for the second six locations. The five represented points are: our contextual
bandit MPTCP path manager tested with decoupled TCP Reno congestion control,
the algorithm of Zhao et al. [90] using SVM to decide the primary path, our method
tested with coupled MPTCP congestion control, the default fullmesh MPTCP with
coupled congestion control, and the default fullmesh MPTCP with TCP Reno congestion control. The Top-right part of the graph indicate better performance.

12 charts for different locations given in the dataset with both downlink and uplink
directions. On each chart plot one point per MPTCP path manager type with two
congestion control mechanisms, decoupled and coupled. The points correspond to
measured average throughput and latency combination, high throughput and low
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latency are the preferable properties for all (up and to the right).
We found that the contextual bandit path manager had almost lowest or close to
lowest latency among all others and across all locations. On average, our contextual
bandit path manager almost always outperformed the other baseline algorithms in
terms of throughput as well. Finally, we observe that our contextual path manager
along with a good congestion control algorithm react well together to achieve higher
(the highest among all tested solution) throughput for any given link capacity.

3.4.4

Chapter Summary

Nowadays, smartphones, tablets, and laptops are multi-homed, i.e., they are equipped
with multiple radio interfaces, such as WiFi and LTE. Past research has shown that
standard single-path TCP cannot efficiently serve the coexistence of multi-access technologies. To allow efficient exploitation of multiple Internet paths for the same user
connection, several variations of Multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol have appeared in
the last decade developed, with a vibrant activity of the IETF. An MPTCP connection is composed of one or more regular TCP subflows combined. The mobile edge is
a perfect location to control the MPTCP path management module since it is a situation where MPTCP could perform better and path discovery module can be informed
of path diversity when creating subflows. MPTCP has been explored widely by researcher used in edge cloud, optimal 5G traffic offloading, to improve video streaming,
in online gaming, in energy-aware telecommunications, or to improve throughput in
unmanned aerial system transmission. This work sought to solve an important concern for Multi-Path TCP: how to automatically decide the primary path for MPTCP
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connections to deal with the performance degradation caused by rapid wireless signal
fluctuations in heterogeneous edge networks. We designed an efficient MPTCP path
manager selection strategy for the LTE and WiFi. In particular, we proposed a new
MPTCP path manager module that employs an online contextual bandits algorithm
with binary rewards. Our prototype implemented with Network Simulator 3 (NS3)
consists of two novel components: i) An online contextual bandit algorithm using
Stochastic Gradient Descend classification as an oracle to decide the optimal primary
MPTCP path for each new connection, and ii) a patch to the MPTCP protocol that
allows overwrite to the path manager module.
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CHAPTER 4

Edge core layer traffic management: OctoMap: Service
Function Chain Mapping via Supervised Learning and
Online Contextual Bandit

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) replaces physical middleboxes with elastic
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Those VNFs need to be instantiated, and their
resources dynamically scaled to meet application and traffic fluctuation requirements.
Despite recent extensive research, deciding how to map virtual resources optimally
to the underlying infrastructure remains practically a challenge. Existing approaches
mostly assign fixed resources to each VNF instance, and transfer virtual flows using a
single physical path, without prior knowledge of traffic patterns and available bandwidth. Such resource binding strategies lead to suboptimal physical link utilization.
We advance the state of the art in this regard by presenting OctoMap, a system designed to support with learning theory any chain embedding algorithm. OctoMap
utilizes a Convolution Neural Network for traffic prediction and provisioning, and a
contextual multi-armed bandit algorithm to solve the online VNF chain embedding
problem. We show the performance benefits of OctoMap with a trace-driven simula-
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tion campaign using publicly available datasets. In particular, we show how OctoMap
reduces the costs of provisioning network services under node and link constraints,
comparing different predictors and different multi-armed bandit policies.

4.1

Introduction

Processing network traffic requires different network function services such as firewalls, load balancing, and deep packet inspection. These operations can be performed
by routing packets through several middleboxes. Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) allows an agile deployment of network functions on general platforms using virtualization techniques, often replacing traditional dedicated hardware. Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) are chained by virtual links in a predefined sequence, forming a Service Function Chain (SFC). Many elements of such chains (virtual nodes, or
VNFs) are deployed on data center nodes. The chain is then mapped to those servers
through the data center physical links to deliver the required traffic flow services [39].
The VNF chain mapping is an NP-hard problem of finding a hosting physical node
for each virtual network function, and at least one loop-free physical path for every virtual link connecting the VNF nodes [48]. A Software-Defined Network (SDN)
controller is often integrated with the NFV system to control and steer traffic. The
dynamic nature of traffic loads hinders the efficiency of both instantiation and maintenance of such chain mappings, resulting in a suboptimal data center and network
resource utilization.
The need for better chain embedding prediction systems. Several solutions have been
proposed to handle such chain (re)mapping under dynamic traffic loads. Some re-
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cent examples include [1, 34, 49]. Most of these solutions considered fixed resource
requirements and assumed a (restrictive) linear relation between VNFs and the allocations of the underlying resources [38, 56]. For example, authors in [53] proposed a
two-stage heuristic ILP solution for VNFs placements using a greedy correlation algorithm for requested SFC mapping and considering varying time request workloads.
However, both the complexity and the dynamics of data center traffic call for a higher
degree of automation and an efficient decision making process [69]. To this aim, a
proactive i.e., online virtual resource optimization strategy could prove very effective
for chain embedding decisions, meeting the fluctuating network and service demands
while minimizing costs and maximizing the utility.
The decision of how to map chain requests to underlying resources can have a
significant performance impact on network utilization and data center maintenance
costs. When traffic loads are dynamic, optimizing the chain mapping is challenging
without looking at traffic patterns ahead [10, 11]. See, for example, Figure 4.1, where
we plot the traffic patterns of the Facebook data center clusters used in this study.
Fortunately, modern advances in machine learning have enabled accurate predictions
of short-term network requests given sufficient historical data [73]. Moreover, deep
reinforcement learning has widely demonstrated its effectiveness on several network
management problems, including chain mapping [23, 41, 63]. However, these algorithms are often expensive to train, and their convergence is slow. The reason is
that they do not efficiently minimize the regret, i.e., the long term difference in total
reward between the exploitation and exploration phases. Hence, the best action enforced as an outcome of the learning process is seldomly optimal. All the approaches
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Figure 4.1: Traffic pattern taken at different times from the Facebook dataset used
in this work. (a) cluster-A, (b) cluster-B, and (c) cluster-C. They represent how the
traffic in each cluster can fluctuate at various times.

that use deep reinforcement learning to solve the chain mapping problem have inherently this drawback. Past solutions using RL limit their action space to small scale
prediction, which is not practical in real large-scale data center networks.
Aside from the drawback of using a plain deep reinforcement learning, two critical
challenges in solving the chain mapping problem are (i) the dynamic nature of future
traffic demands that need to be processed by the chain, and (ii) the partial knowledge
of the traffic demands currently flowing in the data center network fabric.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we design and implement a system able to handle
the above-explained challenges in an efficient online framework, using learning theory
yet minimizing regrets. Specifically, we first propose a geometric program [61] to
model the optimization of a set of service chain embedding variables. To minimize
the total cost of provisioning all chain requests, we propose OctoMap, a system whose
design is based around two subsequent prediction steps: first, to handle the dynamic
nature of future traffic demands we use supervised learning; second, to address the
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lack of accurate knowledge of the current states, we use an online contextual bandit
algorithm. OctoMap exploits the available network information collected from experience while exploring knowledge about the network bandwidth and CPU utilization.
Our system can efficiently handle higher dimensional features, extract traffic features,
and collect updated network utilization from a logically centralized controller. The
responsibility of our system is to assign virtual nodes to physical nodes efficiently,
using the predicted incoming packet size and type as a state, and for the decision of
connecting the virtual edges to one or more physical links. OctoMap decides on the
embedding of interconnected NFV chains using states from the underlying network
infrastructure: CPU and links bandwidth. Our data-driven simulations are based on
real data center traffic and show how OctoMap can cope with the traffic dynamics
and yields excellent SFC embedding performance in dynamic settings. In our performance evaluation, we used a harm-based approach [81] to quantify the throughput
harm caused to the system due to the suboptimal chain allocation and traffic peaks.
Harm matrix is more practical and handles a wider range of quality metrics than
the traditional Jain’s fairness index. Our experiments showed that OctoMap did not
exceed 50% harm compared to the baseline algorithms.

4.2

Model and Problem Definition

We consider a set of packets arriving over a time horizon T . We assume that such
traffic needs to be steered within a chain of network functions. We model the number
of chain requests R from the incoming traffic volume; from such request set R, we
then extract information about the service types along with CPU and bandwidth
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demands. We then determine the mapping for virtual nodes (virtual network function
instances) and virtual links. For the nodes, we map the requests to the underlying
physical machines so that the node resources are appropriately allocated. For the
links, we attempt to find the number of physical paths to be used for transmitting
all service demands in R.
We consider the consumption on the CPU as the node (computing) resource constraint
and the residual link bandwidth capacity as transmission resource constraint.
Given a horizon T , we assume that the set of P packets at time t ∈ T is proportional
to the traffic load to be processed by a chain request, as in [49]. We model the
chain in a k-port fat-tree topology, for ease of notation denoted as a directed graph
G = (V, E), where V is the set of physical machines, and E denotes the physical link
set in the network topology. Elements in G are associated with a capacity constraint
C = (CV , CE ), where CV specifies the computing capacity resource of the physical
nodes, and CE is the bandwidth resource capacity of the physical links. Among the
subset of all physical resources potentially available to map a node of the chain, we
seek a non-empty subset of all available hosting source and destination nodes, along
with traffic transmission paths. Note that finding the shortest constrained nodes and
paths may have polynomial or exponential time complexity, depending on the number
of physical nodes and physical link constraints [22].
Let R be the set of requested Service Function Chains, and let ri ∈ R contain the
information about the service types along with CPU and bandwidth demands of ri .
Each set of packets P used to form the chain mapping requests in R generate a utility
level denoted as Upr . We denote xpr as the binary variable, set to one if packet p is
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E
assigned to chain request r, and zero otherwise. Also, nVvr and ler
are binary variables

that are unitary if virtual node v or virtual link e, respectively, have been assigned
to chain request r, and zero otherwise. The overall utility achieved at each period T
is:
maxR

XX

E
xpr nVvr ler
Upr ,

p∈P r∈R

ρr > 0, γr ≥ 0 ∀r,

(4.1)

E
∈ {0, 1}.
xpr , nVvr , ler

Note how equation utility is a posynomial function [19], that is, it contains a
product of decision variables. We fixed the size of the problem to be solved by
simplifying the formulation of the optimization model, i.e., we assume a fixed number
of chain requests r common to each request type. Each request r is also associated
with resource usage over the data center. If a chain requests is mapped to physical
machines s and d, then this mapping incur a CPU usage cost on those machines, and
the packet transmission cost on all links to route packets from s to d. We denote
this incurred CPU usage as cvpr , and denote CPU capacity as Cv . This ensures the
following optimization for each v ∈ V at each time t ∈ T ,
X X

xpr cvpr ≤ Cv .

(4.2)

p∈P (t) r∈R

For each link e ∈ E, there is a usage due to packet p being fulfilled by request
r, denoted as cepr ; the requested capacity is denoted as Ce . For each link e ∈ E and
each time t ∈ T , we need to solve the following optimization problem:
X X
p∈P (t) r∈R

xpr cepr ≤ Ce .

(4.3)
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The mapping is optimal if the utility Upr in equation utility is maximized, subject
to the resource constraints cpu and bw. Our goal is to map the chain online in a
cost-efficient way and evaluate our performance with respect to the offline version of
the same optimization problem. While in our online learning approach, at each time
t ∈ T , the system reads a subset of dynamically predicted P and optimize accordingly.

4.3

OctoMap for Service Function Chain Mapping

In this section, we present OctoMap, an online machine learning-based chain mapping
algorithm for NFVs. Our design principle is based on the simultaneous optimization
of both node and link assignments. Our system uses first supervised learning on the
network data statistics to train, predict, and map live traffic to chain requests. Then
we use a multi-armed bandit to converge on the mapping decisions for nodes and
links. Figure 4.2 shows the workflow of the proposed solution.

OctoMap solves the online chain mapping problem predicting the number of chain
requests to be deployed on the substrate network in advance. We use the predicted
normalized traffic volume to generate the chain requests and assign some required
network resources to each chain. In section 4.4 we detail this procedure. After
predicting the future chain requests, we decide the source and destination servers
and select multiple physical paths from source to destination for each virtual link.
Finally, we check the node and link resource constraint satisfaction: each physical
link should have enough bandwidth, and each physical machine enough computing
resources to satisfy the chain request.
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Figure 4.2: The proposed supervised online service function chain mapping system:
OctoMap. A convolutional neural network predicts the incoming packet length and
converts them to a chain demands; the contextual bandit policy maker decides the
chain mapping and connects virtual functions (nodes) to the physical machines using
multiple paths.

Being an online algorithm, OctoMap acquires CPU, and bandwidth resource
statistics from the network by collecting them in one-minute batches from a network controller, and then we apply a sequential multi-armed bandit. Algorithm 2
details our proposed solution.

4.3.1

Machine Learning Modules

The goal of OctoMap is to use machine learning to support the SFC mapping in NFV
systems optimally. We first use a CNN-trained model to predict and model the VNF
resource requirements. The prediction is then passed to the contextual bandit policy
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Algorithm 2 OctoMap: Optimal nodes and paths selection for users SFC requests
using contextual multi-armed bandit based on softmax explorer policy.
The λ hyperparameters to control exploration The SFC mapping of nodes and path
for each set of SFC requests R repeat
Collecting the contexts x data: SFC requests demand obtained from predictor,
for each successive set of SFC mapping requests R within time t, with contexts xt
do Sample action k with softmax function
Update λ
Until obtained reward rkt , update observation {xt , rkt } to the history for arm k, update
learning oracle
return The optimal nodes and paths number for every R based on an online trained
and updated data.
to improve the dynamic chain mapping decision. Those ML algorithms dynamically
scale to assist in VNFs resource allocation, solving the SFC mapping problem defined in Section 4.2 illustrates why it is critical to acquire VNF resource accurately
according to the dynamic network load rather than statically defined resources.

Dataset: To train our CNN, we used the available dataset of Facebook traffic obtained from the Altoona data center [69]. The traces belong to three production unit
deployment clusters, each cluster consists of three types of requests: database, web,
and big data requests types in cluster-A, B, and C respectively. To estimate the
service function chain demands, we extracted and aggregated the packet length and
service types. The network traffic traces have temporal structure reflecting patterns
in time series data. We approached the network traffic prediction as a supervised
learning problem by transforming data into sequences to predict the next minute
packet length pt+1 one step ahead. Choosing the best number of consecutive packet
sizes pt−l , . . . , pt−1 , pt , known as lag, is a hyperparameter tuning step. We applied
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the auto-correlation function (ACF) to measure the degree of similarity between observations of our time series over successive t lags for each cluster. (see Figure 4.5).
Large spikes above the 95% confidence band indicate a significant correlation among
the observations at a given lag. For OctoMap predictor training, lag values 70, 40,
and 60 for clusters A, B, and C were selected respectively. Note that the Facebook
dataset does not incorporate network functions, it just predicts traffic load and thus
improves the NFV resource allocation process.

Convolutional Neural Network for traffic Load Prediction: For efficient
service function chain mapping, we introduced a traffic load predictor in our system
to enhance the online multi-armed contextual bandit algorithm decisions. Instead
of developing a new SFC mapping algorithm, we focus on how to model the mapping, deciding the amount of required resources per SFC request based on predicted
traffic volume. A range of ML predictors are implemented for network traffic prediction previously, OctoMap uses CNN [47] to forecast the incoming data centre traffic
load. The alternating convolutional structure of CNN allows recognition of specific
repeating patterns in the data, which makes it a good candidate to forecast time
series values based on historic observation. This predicted traffic load is then used
to modulate the SFC requests and their resource demands. The true VNF resource
requirements linearly increase with traffic load, assigning fixed resources based on
maximum expected traffic leads to over allocation. To avoid over or under allocation,
OctoMap uses real Facebook data center dataset to train the CNN and approximates
the SFC requests based on the traffic load.
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CNN Prediction Evaluation: Network traffic prediction using past observations is
crucial for controlling a computer network. Lately deep learning have gained considerable popularity among researchers that makes training of deep neural network
easier with many hidden layers. Its latest achievements of machine learning has made
it a research hot-spot. Various types of time series forecasting problem can be solved
by many neural networks among which we adapt 1-dimensional Convolutional Neural
Network (1d-CNN). CNNs are feed-forward Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) comprised of alternating convolutional and subsampling layers. The structure of CNN
allows recognition of specific repeating patterns in data and thus it has been applied
by researchers to time series forecasting to predict future values based on historic
observation. The CNN model was trained on normalized packet length feature of
data from each cluster to predict the data center network traffic load one minute
ahead of actual traffic. The trained model was tested over a period of 100 minutes
to predict the next minute packet length. Fig. 4.4 plots the testing residual error of
actual and predicted packet length values for each cluster. For clusters A and C, 97%
of the testing errors are below 0.1, and for cluster B around 90% of the testing error is
below 0.2. We observed that Cluster B and Cluster C performed better as compared
to Cluster A in capturing peaks and falls of future traffic in terms of packet lengths
4.3
Contextual Multi-Armed Bandits for SFC Mapping : Since OctoMap uses
contextual Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) [54, 74] approach to VNF mapping decisions,
in this section we give some background of this approach. In contextual bandits, the
learner observes some context repeatedly, then it picks one action and observes the
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Figure 4.3: Actual vs Predicted values of packet length using CNN model tested on observation
over a period of 100 minutes for all three clusters: (a) cluster-A, (b) cluster-B, and (c) cluster-C
of facebook Data center. These predicted values used to modulate the SFC mapping and resource
demand to assist contextual bandit algorithm in decision making.

reward or cost associated with chosen action. Contextual MAB uses some contexts
to aid online decision making, which makes it a good candidate for dynamic environments with rapidly changing statistics and a limited set of available actions.
The MAP problem can be formulated as a semi Markov decision process. At each
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Figure 4.4: The residual error for the testing dataset of actual and predicted packet length values
for each cluster of Facebook Data center. All error values are calculated upto 95% confidence level.
The predicted values used to modulate the SFC mapping and resource demand to assist contextual
bandit algorithm in decision making.

batch T , it selects an action i ∈ {1, k}, then observes the reward ri that the world
chose during the learning process. The contextual MAB also observes context information x used to determine which action to select. This property helps in making
decisions under uncertainty by balancing between the exploration and exploitation of
several agents. MAB algorithm solves the exploration / exploitation tradeoff with the
help of a greedy policy π that only takes into account short term effects. The context
affects how a reward is associated with each action, so as contexts change, the model
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Figure 4.5: Autocorrelation function applied on packet length time series of network traces of
Facebook data center clusters with band of 95% confidence: (a) cluster-A, (b) cluster-B, and (c)
cluster-C. This analysis suggest best lag value to consider for the prediction model (CNN) for
supervised training based on highest correlation for each clusters

should learn to adapt its action choices accordingly. A good policy efficiently maps
best actions with varying contexts. In the exploration stage, the policy tries different
actions to learn the given reward for each of them. While in exploitation, it takes
decisions based on collected and learned information in each period to maximize an
immediate reward.
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We adopt the contextual bandit to find the optimal physical nodes and links mapping
for SFC requests under data center networks as an active online learner. A typical
contextual bandit involves the concepts of context, agent, arm (action), and reward,
which are defined as follows.
1. Contexts: The contexts module is responsible for parsing network status information from the data center controller server, obtaining the contextual features that are continuously observed by the agent. In OctoMap, the contexts
xtk : t = rounds, k = arms represent the dynamic data center traffic load, CPU
consumption, and link bandwidth utilization of the physical network topology.
2. Agent: agent performs the learning and recommends the actions. In our OtcoMap problem, the agent is responsible for making decisions of physical nodes
assignment and number of paths to be used for packets transmission according
to different data center network load conditions. The policy entity makes those
decisions in a contextual bandit algorithm.
3. Arms or Actions: The arms in the bandit setting indicate how an agent
responds to the observed context. OctoMap defines two sets of arms, the first
set represents the number of physical machines, and the second set represents
the number of physical links to fulfill the mapping demand for a set of SFC
requests within the data center topology. Therefore, we have two sequential
arm selection processes based on the same observed context, in each round T ,
the agent must choose the best arm aTn for node assignment, and the best arm
aTl for the number of paths selection.
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4. Reward: The reward is the overall benefit that an agent wants to maximize in
the long term. OctoMap assigns stochastic binary rewards rkt ∈ {0, 1}, which
evolves linearly for each arm selection over time, and measures cumulative rewards throughout the rounds.
Contextual Bandit Policies Evaluation: The policy is implemented in the
agent, and it defines a mapping from the observed contexts of the network environment to the action to be taken in those contexts setup, policy π : ( context x) 7→ ( action a) .
The policy helps the agent choose actions based on contexts by finding a good decision rule for selecting the action. We use policies that involve machine learning
algorithm as an oracle to learn from past information and choose optimal actions
based on learned response patterns. In OctoMap, this oracle is a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer. To determine which policy to deploy, we compared
five different contextual bandit exploration policies: softmax explorer (Boltzmann),
explore-first, bagging explorer, online cover, and epsilon-greedy. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the cumulative reward behavior for all policies concerning the training time. In our
settings, we found that the overall best policy is the contextual softmax explorer,
in terms of performance and learning speed. In softmax explorer, the probability of
choosing an arm is proportional to an exponential function of the empirical mean
of the reward of that arm. It predicts an action along with a prediction score reporting the quality of the selected action, then creates a distribution proportional
to exp(λ · score(x, a)). Actions with higher average rewards are picked with higher
probability. To provide controlled exploration based on the uncertainty during learn-
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Figure 4.6: Contextual bandit cumulative rewards calculated for each policy over 10k
iterations. The Softmax policy reaches good cumulative reward values faster than
others.

ing, we follow a similar approach of [20] by separating the learning rates of each arm.
The algorithm for softmax explorer is defined as follows: Given initial empirical mean
rewards r1 (0), ..., rk (0), then
pi (t + 1) =

epi (t)/τ
K
P

,

i = 1, ..., K

(4.4)

pi (t)/τ

j=1

where pi (t + 1) is the probability of choosing arm i in round (t + 1), and τ controls the
choice; as τ 7→ ∞, selection is uniform. Softmax explorer algorithm can guarantee a
distribution-independent regret bound of order

√

KT · log K [20].

Before determining the contextual bandit strategy to deploy, we compared five
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different policies that differ in their exploring and exploiting strategies. The policies
are detailed here below:
1. Epsilon-Greedy. This policy chooses the empirical best arm a, based on the
classification oracle fˆ(xt ), with some given high probability p or a random
arm otherwise. Several variations of this explore-exploit dilemma have been
proposed for this policy; for example, decaying the probability of choosing a
random arm with each successive round, or even dropping it to zero after some
turning point.
2. Baggin Explorer. This policy uses an exploration rule based on an ensemble
approach. It takes m as an argument and trains on different policies. The
policies are trained on different random subsets of the data, and each example
goes to a subset of the m policies. The training is done using the bootstrap
feature. This exploration algorithm picks the action uniformly from one of
these policies at random. This rules out obviously bad actions, while exploring
amongst the good ones when the variation amongst the m policies is adequate.
3. Online Cover. This policy uses an online stateful cost sensitive classifier one by
one. oracle that is stateful and accepts examples one by one. It takes a weighted
example as an input and returns a predicted class. It remembers and uses all
previous examples, thereby reducing the complexity of each classification as in
supervised learning. For each round t, it observes context xt and selects action
at t and then observe a reward rt (a) ∈ [0, 1]. This is a theoretically optimal
exploration algorithm based on [2]. Like bagging, many different policies are
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trained, with the number specified as an argument m. But unlike bagging,
the training of these policies is explicitly optimized to result in a diverse set of
predictions, choosing all the actions which are not already learned to be bad in
a given context.
4. Explore First. This policy takes in a parameter τ . On the first τ examples, it
takes each of the k actions with probability 1/k. This data is then used to learn
a good predictor, which is used to pick actions for the remaining examples.
5. Softmax Explorer. This policy sets an initial threshold z0 on which it takes action with highest estimated reward, otherwise it takes an action either randomly
or based to an active learning heuristic.

Figure 4.6 also shows that the softmax explorer policy learns and converges faster;
for these reasons, the rest of the evaluation experiments are carried using the softmax
explorer policy.

4.4

4.4.1

OctoMap Performance Evaluation

Simulation Setup

To evaluate and quantify the performance of OctoMap, we setup k-port fat-tree data
center topology as the substrate network with scale k = [4, 16]. The nodes CPU
capacity Cv is set to 16 GB per node, and the links bandwidth capacity Ce is set
to 10 GB per link. SFC requests R were modulated bilinearly based on predicted
network load. Actual simulated chain requests R =

P
k

xk yk , where x is the predicted
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Figure 4.7: 4-port fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework, OctoMap without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. CPU
cost for mapping the SFC virtual nodes to the physical machines. All costs calculated upto 95% confidence level. OctoMap achieves less overall cost compared to the
baseline.

traffic, and y is a fixed assumption constant for each requested service type given in
our dataset: database, web request, and big data processing services. Based on this
bilinear mapping assumption, we calculated R between [50, 400] in the 4-port fat-tree,
and [200, 1600] in the 16-port topology. The nodes CPU usage crpr and link bandwidth
usage cep were calculated based on R with values falling within [1, 16] and [1, 10]
respectively. Based on this setup, the contextual bandit algorithm calculates the costs
and assign rewards to each action accordingly. Our simulations are implemented using
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Figure 4.8: 4-port fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework, OctoMap without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. Links
Bandwidth cost for transmitting the SFC requested service through the physical links.
All costs calculated upto 95% confidence level. OctoMap achieves less overall cost
compared to the baseline.

Vowpal Wabbit [43] toolkit as a cost-sensitive contextual bandit algorithm trained
with online updates. It has several powerful features, including online learning speed
and execution time, scalability to a big dataset, and features the pairing option to
allow learning based on correlated features.
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Figure 4.9: 4-k fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework, OctoMap
without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. Total cost of
VNF and link bandwidth. All costs calculated upto 95% confidence level. OctoMap
achieves less overall cost compared to the baseline.

4.4.2

Baseline Algorithms

We compared the performance of OctoMap with and without the prediction model
using the contextual bandit with the active learning softmax policy. We also compared
our approach with the most similar online SFC mapping work [80], where the authors
used an online algorithm to predict the requested service chains, and then used MultiArmed Bandits (MAB) to map the VNF instances and thus minimize the congestion
in a data center network.
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Figure 4.10: 16-port fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework,
OctoMap without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. CPU
cost for mapping the SFC virtual nodes to the required physical machines.

4.5

SFC mapping Evaluation

We evaluate the SFC mapping cost produced by mapping R chain requests, the total
cost contains the physical machines CPU cost and physical links bandwidth cost.
The no-prediction baseline is simulated within the same framework and optimization
objective as given in equation utility but with disabling the CNN predictor to show
the effect if we do not consider the dynamic traffic load and SFC requests incoming
the data center network. The MAB baseline is simulated using the same OctoMap
framework and topologies except with using contexts-less learning.
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Figure 4.11: 16-port fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework,
OctoMap without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. Links
Bandwidth cost for transmitting the SFC requested service through the physical links.
(c) Total cost of VNF and link bandwidth. All costs calculated upto 95% confidence
level. OctoMap achieves less overall cost compared to the baseline.

We also evaluate the amount of throughput harm done by mapping the SFC requests
to the data center network. To measure the throughput harm, we follow the work of
[81], where harm is defined by

y−x
.
y

In our setting, x is the total throughput capacity,

and y is the utilized capacity by the given algorithm. The amount of harm reflects
how well the algorithm distributes the SFC demands within the available data center
links. The normal values should be placed on a [0, 1] scale, where 1 is the maximum
value of harm and 0 represents no harm.
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Figure 4.12: 16-port fat-tree data center simulations of full OctoMap framework,
OctoMap without the predictor module, and MAB algorithm without contexts. Total
cost of VNF and link bandwidth. All costs calculated upto 95% confidence level.
OctoMap achieves less overall cost compared to the baseline.

CPU cost: Figures 4.7 and 4.10 depict the physical machines CPU cost with various
SFC requests on both 4-port and 16-port fat-tree topologies respectively. The trend
of the CPU cost vs. SFC requests proves that OctoMap managed to map all the 400
SFC requests in small scale data center situation while keeping the cost below the
overall CPU cost limit of 100. The no-predictor baseline exceeded that limit after 300
and 800 concurrent SFC requests on 4-port and 16-port networks. This implies that
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the network’s capability to handle more SFC mapping requests efficiently is limited
if no traffic prediction is made in advance. The MAB baseline performed comparably similar to no-predictor scenario since it does not consider the network context nodes and links utilization from the data center network - when making decisions.
Using MAP, this network could handle 250 requests at a time on the 4-port network
and around 800 on the 16-port network. After that amount of requests, it starts a
dramatic increase of CPU cost for the utilized servers. This is because the network
contexts are not considered during the MAB mapping decision, causing non-optimal
results. OctoMap manages to map more chain requests in small scale data center
situation optimally in a more distributed and cost-effective way.

Link bandwidth cost: Figures 4.8 and 4.11 depict the physical link bandwidth
cost with various SFC requests on both 4-port and 16-port fat-tree topologies respectively. It is conspicuous that both no-predictor and MAB baselines map up to 200
and 800 concurrent SFCs in 4-port and 16-port based data center networks, respectively. After that limit, those approaches exceeded the bandwidth cost above 100,
leading to higher unnecessary bandwidth consumption. OctoMap uses about 50% less
bandwidth cost compared to both baselines in 4-port fat-tree topology and around
30% less bandwidth consumption on the larger topology. This effect is due to the
active learning in the contextual bandit algorithm to pick the best number of paths
in the link mapping process.

Total cost: Figures 4.9 and 4.12 shows the total cost of 4-port and 16-port fat-
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tree topologies respectively. It is the sum of CPU and link bandwidth cost. Clearly,
OctoMap consumes less overall cost compared with the baselines; approximately 42%
less cost on smaller data center, and about 33% less cost on the larger 16-port data
center topology.
Our approach achieves less cost, even a larger scale data center topology since it had
advanced knowledge of the required chain types and amount of resources.
The simulation costs results presented are compared with existing work [77, 91], confirming the validity of OctoMap in providing chain mapping decisions.

Throughput Harm: Figures 4.13 compares the amount of throughput harm done
by OctoMap and the baseline algorithms. Some of the no predictor baseline harm values are dropping beyond 0. This reflects an under-utilization of the network resources
during SFC mapping decisions. This fact is due to the SFC demands unawareness
when the predictor module is excluded from the MAP decision framework. The MAB
baseline keeps the harm level between 0 and 1 on the smaller simulated topology while
it lies between 0.5 and 1 (harmful) on the larger simulated network topology. This is
because although the MAB algorithm learns from past decisions, it does not consider
the current network status while deciding the SFC mapping actions. In the case
of OctoMap, the amount of harm lay between 0 (harmless) and did not exceed 0.5
for both the 4-port and 16-port data center topologies. This implies that OctoMap
distributed the SFC requests among all the available data center links optimally by
taking both the future predicted traffic and the current network load into consideration during the SFC mapping decisions.
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Figure 4.13: Throughput harm caused by OctoMap, no-predictor baseline, and MAB
baseline on (a) the 4-port data center topology, and (b) the 16-port data center
topology. OctoMap caused less harm to the throughput of the small and larger data
center networks.

4.6

Chapter Summary

Service function chain mapping facilitates the complex virtual network function process by assisting in mapping virtual to physical nodes and links of all users’ requested
services. Dealing with the network status uncertainties and with the nature of highly
fluctuating traffic provide a smooth flow of data avoiding over- or under-utilization
of network resources. This can be achieved through bandwidth prediction of future
incoming traffic and an active online consideration of network utilization to aid in traffic mapping using machine learning models. We solve the embedding of SFC chains
in the data center network cost-efficiently, while providing a scalable mapping embedding process to guarantee optimal resource utilization. Virtual network mapping
controls the virtualized network resource allocation to a physical substrate network.
In particular, for each request to create a VNF, Service Function Chain mapping is
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responsible for assigning virtual nodes to physical nodes and virtual edges to one or
more physical links. To utilize all the available data center resources optimally, our
online algorithm decides the best number of nodes and links based on predicted SFCs
demand. An optimal multi-path transmission decision supports parallel transmissions
in data centers, alleviating the network delay and improving network throughput and
utilization. Our simulation results show the effectiveness of our proposed learning
approach.
We proposed OctoMap, a framework to provide cost-efficient chain mapping decisions. To utilize all the available data center resources, OctoMap facilitates the
mapping of SFC by selecting the best number of nodes and paths based on future
expected VNF and SFCs requests. It has two main components: the predictor and
the contextual bandit policymaker modules. The predictor employs traces from the
Facebook data center to predict future traffic loads. The contextual bandit module considers both predicted traffic along with other network constraints, including
CPU capacity and link bandwidth, to make optimal requested SFC services traffic
transmission decisions. Those decisions support the parallel transmission of packets
in data centers and alleviate the network delay and improve throughput and network utilization. The simulation results indicated the effectiveness of the proposed
learning approach. Our evaluation showed that OctoMap can serve the maximum
amount of Service Function Chain requests and yet managed to save around 50% and
30% of total incurred costs of small 4-port and larger 16-port data center topologies
respectively.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

5.1

Conclusions

Nowadays, smartphones, tablets, and laptops are multi-homed, i.e., they are equipped
with multiple radio interfaces, such as WiFi and LTE. Past research has shown that
standard single-path TCP cannot efficiently serve the coexistence of multi-access technologies. To allow efficient exploitation of multiple Internet paths for the same user
connection, several variations of Multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol have appeared in
the last decade developed, with a vibrant activity of the IETF. An MPTCP connection is composed of one or more regular TCP subflows combined. The mobile edge is
a perfect location to control the MPTCP path management module since it is a situation where MPTCP could perform better and path discovery module can be informed
of path diversity when creating subflows. MPTCP has been explored widely by researcher used in edge cloud, optimal 5G traffic offloading, to improve video streaming,
in online gaming, in energy-aware telecommunications, or to improve throughput in
unmanned aerial system transmission. This work sought to solve an important concern for Multi-Path TCP: how to automatically decide the primary path for MPTCP
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connections to deal with the performance degradation caused by rapid wireless signal
fluctuations in heterogeneous edge networks. We designed an efficient MPTCP path
manager selection strategy for the LTE and WiFi. In particular, we proposed a new
MPTCP path manager module that employs an online contextual bandits algorithm
with binary rewards. Our prototype implemented with Network Simulator 3 (NS3)
consists of two novel components: i) An online contextual bandit algorithm using
Stochastic Gradient Descend classification as an oracle to decide the optimal primary
MPTCP path for each new connection, and ii) a patch to the MPTCP protocol that
allows overwrite to the path manager module.
Service function chain mapping facilitates the complex virtual network function
process by assisting in mapping virtual to physical nodes and links of all users’ requested services. Dealing with the network status uncertainties and with the nature
of highly fluctuating traffic provide a smooth flow of data avoiding over- or underutilization of network resources. This can be achieved through bandwidth prediction
of future incoming traffic and an active online consideration of network utilization
to aid in traffic mapping using machine learning models. We solve the embedding
of SFC chains in the data center network cost-efficiently, while providing a scalable mapping embedding process to guarantee optimal resource utilization. Virtual
network mapping controls the virtualized network resource allocation to a physical
substrate network. In particular, for each request to create a VNF, Service Function
Chain mapping is responsible for assigning virtual nodes to physical nodes and virtual
edges to one or more physical links. To utilize all the available data center resources
optimally, our online algorithm decides the best number of nodes and links based
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on predicted SFCs demand. An optimal multi-path transmission decision supports
parallel transmissions in data centers, alleviating the network delay and improving
network throughput and utilization. Our simulation results show the effectiveness of
our proposed learning approach.
We proposed OctoMap, a framework to provide cost-efficient chain mapping decisions. To utilize all the available data center resources, OctoMap facilitates the
mapping of SFC by selecting the best number of nodes and paths based on future
expected VNF and SFCs requests. It has two main components: the predictor and
the contextual bandit policymaker modules. The predictor employs traces from the
Facebook data center to predict future traffic loads. The contextual bandit module considers both predicted traffic along with other network constraints, including
CPU capacity and link bandwidth, to make optimal requested SFC services traffic
transmission decisions. Those decisions support the parallel transmission of packets
in data centers and alleviate the network delay and improve throughput and network utilization. The simulation results indicated the effectiveness of the proposed
learning approach. Our evaluation showed that OctoMap can serve the maximum
amount of Service Function Chain requests and yet managed to save around 50% and
30% of total incurred costs of small 4-port and larger 16-port data center topologies
respectively.

5.2

Future Direction

Our study of learning-based path manager lead to significant improvement in MPTCP
aggregated throughput. As a set of possible future research directions, we propose to
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address some limitations of this work. Firstly, our contextual bandit was bi armed
considering LTE and WiFi only. Heterogeneous network may include several other
radio access technologies, for example millimiter waves. We propose to consider
evaluating our algorithm with other arms to include such 5G and beyond technologies.
Secondly, online learning contextual bandit path manager was only deployed and
tested in a simulation platform. Deploying our solution in a software defined network
system could reveal other lessons, especially if tested with several other congestion
control protocols. Third, we assumed that our algorithm is trained at a centralized
server and an interesting research direction could explore federated learning or other
distributed learning solutions, also suitable for edge networks. On the core layer,
we want to implement OctoMap on real Edge simulator and test the performance of
OctoMap on more datacenter topologies.
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